
Infonorm's EPICS has a contemporary design, suitable for all environments. The entire EPICS 

product family consists of paper insert frames, permanent- and ADA-compliant signage. Accessories 

can complement the frame signs, including sliding bar inserts for “in use/vacant” messaging, gravity 

bars to hold papers and a cork pin-board.

EPICS can also be used in combination with the Infonorm modular signage system for further 

versatility. It is a perfect cost-efficient solution that offers the high end look of a modular system. 

The paper insert frames are easy to change in and out with our unique magnetic closing mechanism. 

No tools required.
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In Use

Infonorm's EPICS Changeable Signs are all anodized aluminum construction with a flexible 

polycarbonate non-glare face. The face is held closed with several neodymium magnets. The 

sign frame can be opened from the top, bottom or from either side.  20” signs should open 

from the bottom. Overall thickness is 1/4”.

When ordering custom EPICS Signs specify the paper insert size, the overall sign height will 

be an additional 3/4” or more depending on the size.

EPICS Frames coordinate with 

several Infonorm accessories 

including our modular sign system. 

They can also be integrated into any 

custom sign design.

ADA Signage

“In Use” slider component

Paper grabber bar

EPICS Changeable Sign Frame

Technical Information

Sizes

Accessories

Standard Sizes (paper insert size, specify top or side opening)

8 1/2” x 11” landscape

8 1/2” x 11” portrait

    

11” x 17” landscape

11” x 17” portrait    

Custom Sizes (order by paper insert size, specify which side should open)

Available in any size indicated below.

4” to 20” wide
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Call 1-877-SIGNSYS / 1-877-744-6797 for more information.
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